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Supervised Learning in HEP Data Analysis 

•  High Energy Physics (HEP) is a big data science and has a long history of 

using supervised ML for data analysis: BDT, neural network, etc. 

a.  neural network for top search @D0 (1990); 

b.  MiniBooNe first used BDT and compared it with neural network 

(2004); 

c.  BDT becomes more popular in HEP data analysis, e.g. in TOP2018, 

more than 50% of the results presented are based on BDT analysis. 

•  These supervised ML methods are highly efficient in analyzing signal 

events with complex topologies. 
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Un-supervise the Learning? —Novelty Detection 

•  Given new physics scenarios may share similar final states, we hope that they 

can be searched for simultaneously and more efficiently 

        Case I: di-top partner production vs Z’ production (decay to top pair). 

        Case II: Exotic Higgs decays (rich decay modes) 

•  Also, given the null results at LHC, new physics could be very unexpected. 

•  Supervised learning is model dependent, incapable for these tasks. 

=> Novelty detection is ``model’’-independent, complementary to 
supervised learning,  

Allows us to detect new physics without a priori knowledge about it. 
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  Step 1: (SM/background) 
feature learning   

  Step 2: dimension 
reducing of feature space 
(auto-encoder) 

  Step 3: novelty 
evaluating of testing data  

  Analyze detection 
sensitivity based on 
novelty response of 
testing data 

Workflow for Novelty Detection  
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Allow us to detect new physics model-independently! 
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The history of novelty detection is basically a history of 
developing novelty evaluators or evaluation approaches   
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[Pimentel, Clifton, Tarassenko, 2014]



The history of novelty detection is basically a history of 
developing novelty evaluators or evaluation approaches   
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[Pimentel, Clifton, Tarassenko, 2014]



                   : mean distance of a testing data point to its k nearest neighbors    

                   : average of the mean distances defined for its k nearest neighbors  

                       : standard deviation of the latter  

  All quantities are defined wrt the training dataset 

[H. Kriegel, P. Kroger, E. Schubert, and A. Zimek, 2009]
[R. Socher, M. Ganjoo, C. D. Manning, and A. Ng , 2013] 
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Traditional Novelty Measure  



[H. Kriegel, P. Kroger, E. Schubert, and A. Zimek, 2009]
[R. Socher, M. Ganjoo, C. D. Manning, and A. Ng , 2013] 

a measure of isolation from the 
training sample 
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~0.5 
~1.0 

Traditional Novelty Measure  



[H. Kriegel, P. Kroger, E. Schubert, and A. Zimek, 2009]
[R. Socher, M. Ganjoo, C. D. Manning, and A. Ng , 2013] 
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~0.5 

Traditional Novelty Measure  

  However, this design is insensitive 
to the clustering of the testing data 
with unknown pattern 

  Recall: the clustering features such 
as resonance, shape, etc.,  could 
be important for BSM physics 
detection 

  The testing data of unknown 
pattern with such features are 
scored low, unless they are away 
from the training data distribution!  



               : mean distance of a testing data point to its k nearest neighbors in the 
training dataset   

               : mean distance of a testing data point to its k nearest neighbors in the 
testing dataset  

  m: dimension of the feature space 

  Novelty response is evaluated by comparing local densities of the testing point 
in the training and testing datasets 

  Approximately statistical interpretation :   
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New Novelty Measure  



  Big density 
difference => 
high score 

  Small density 
difference => 
low score 

  => a measure 
of clustering  

Training dataset Testing dataset 

VS 
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New Novelty Measure  
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New Novelty Measure  

  Consider 2D Gaussian samples 

  Training dataset: known pattern 
only  

  Testing dataset: known + 
unknown patterns 

  Compared to O_trad, the 
novelty response of unknown-
pattern data is much stronger 
for O_new  

  => A well-separation between 
the known- and unknown-
pattern data distributions 



Without a priori knowledge 
on the BSM physics, novelty 
detection might suffer from a 

large ``Look Elsewhere 
Effect (LEE)’’, given the 
feature space to probe!  Fluctuations 

Novelty response 

Data in both regions can 
be scored high! 
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Look Elsewhere Effect 
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The influence of fluctuations for detection 
sensitivity can be compensated for as the 
luminosity L increases, if k scales with L.  

Central Limit Theorem 
The standard deviation of Delta_new scales with 1/sqrt{k} or 1/

sqrt{L}, for the testing data with known patterns only. 

Strategies to Address LEE 
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The influence of fluctuations for detection 
sensitivity can be compensated for as the 
luminosity L increases, if k scales with L.  

Central Limit Theorem 
The standard deviation of Delta_new scales with 1/sqrt{k} or 1/

sqrt{L}, for the testing data with known patterns only. 

Suppression by 
luminosity might 
not be sufficient 

Strategies to Address LEE 



A 

B 
C 

To compensate for high-scoring (by 
O_new) of known-pattern data from 
high-density region 

=> 
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B 
C 

Fluctuations 

B and C: more data in 
non-signal region 

Strategies to Address LEE 



Center slightly shifted, with S/B = 1/20 
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O_comb based analysis yields more than 
50% improvement in detection sensitivity! 

Strategies to Address LEE 



Analysis one: di-top (leptonic) production at LHC (the SM cross 
sections have been scaled by a factor 1/2000, for simplification)  

Analysis two: exotic Higgs decays at e+e- collider   
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Benchmark Analysis 



  X1: well-modeled by the 
Gaussian sample!  

  X2: O_comb less efficient due 
to one-order larger S/B 

  X3 and X4: O_new performs 
universally better than the 
others, due to large S/B 

  The sensitivities based on the 
algorithm designed are not far 
below the ones set by 
supervised learning                   
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Benchmark Analysis 



Summary and Outlook 

•  Proposed workflow for novelty detection 

•  New novelty evaluators are proposed to address the clustering and LLE 

effect; 

Follow-up study to parton showers and full detector simulations. 

 

Interesting questions to study:  

•  Understand which features are captured when auto-encoder doing 

dimension reduction; 

•  Invent a novelty evaluator to exploit multiple measures at once 

•  … 

           in collaboration with Jiang, Juste Rozas, Liu and Tu; 
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